looks like could mean: homotopy equivalent to, homeomorphic to, P L-homeomorphic to, .... etc. Also equivalent could mean "equivalent" in the DIF F , P L or T OP categories, that is: diffeomorphic to, P L-homeomorphic to, homeomorphic to.
If space Y looks like space X but it is not equivalent to it, then Y is sometimes called an exotic X or a fake X. Hence, for instance, if homotopy equivalence implies diffeomorphism for a smooth manifold X then there are no smoothly exotic versions of X, and X is smoothly rigid.
Note that the answers to questions (1.2) and (1.3) could be any combination of yes and no. Also, if we consider whether there exist exotic versions of a space, then we get more possibilities. Here are some examples:
1. If property P is not Rigid for the space X, then there exists an exotic X. 2. If property P is Rigid for X and there exists an exotic X, then P is not Flexible for X. 3. If property P is Rigid and Flexible for X, then there are no exotic versions of X. This would give a geometric proof that looks like implies equivalence in this case. (Examples: homotopy equivalence implies homeomorphism, PL-homeomorphism implies diffeomorphism... etc.)
We can also state a stronger version of Question (1.3), by requiring that one of the spaces satisfies only a weaker version P of property P :
(1.4) Strong(er) Rigidity: Suppose that space X looks like space Y , that X admits a geometric structure that satisfies P and that Y admits a geometric structure that satisfies the weaker property P . Are X and Y equivalent?
The strongest possible Rigidity would happen then when P is trivial, that is, just one of the spaces is assumed to admit a geometric structure that satisfy P .
We can make variations of the questions above by quantifying the space X. For instance we can ask whether a question as above is true for X satisfying certain property (e.g. X is simply connected, is aspherical, has finite fundamental group,... etc) or simply for any X. In this case the question becomes just a question about the geometric property P , no particular spaces involved.
Classification.
Suppose we do know that a certain space X admits a geometric structure that satisfies a given property P , that is, the answer to the Existence Question (1.1) is affirmative for X and P . Then it is natural to ask:
(1.5) How many geometric structures on X satisfy P ?
There may be infinitely many geometric structures on X that satisfy P , so it is better to propose the following:
(1.6) Classification: Study the space of all geometric structures on X that satisfy P .
In this paper we study some of the questions above when property P means: negative sectional curvatures. To be more precise we will ask some of the questions above with the following specifications:
• space: Smooth manifold with empty boundary (mostly closed) and large dimensions; • geometric structure: complete Riemannian metric;
• property P: negative sectional curvatures (we also consider briefly weaker, stronger or related properties); • looks like: homotopy equivalent to, homeomorphic to;
• equivalent: homeomorphic, P L-homeomorphic, diffeomorphic.
Our purpose here is to survey some results concerning some of the questions above (mainly Rigidity and Classification) with these specifications. It is important to note that the proofs of all these results have as a common denominator the existence of exotic elements in Topology, e.g., exotic differentiable or PL structures, non-vanishing of some of the homotopy groups of the space of stable pseudo-isotopies of the circle...etc.
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Negative curvature, homotopy equivalence and homeomorphism
Recall that we are making the following specifications in the questions above: looks like will mean homotopy equivalent to or homeomorphic to. Of course homeomorphism implies homotopy equivalence and the converse is, in general, not true. But for closed negatively curved manifolds (dimensions = 3, 4) F.T. Farrell and L.E. Jones [17] proved that these two conditions are really equivalent. In fact they proved that this is true when just one of the manifolds is nonpositively curved. (Actually Farrell and Jones prove more: if f : X → Y is a given homotopy equivalence then it is homotopic to a homeomorphism.) This is the Strongest Rigidity possible, topologically, for the property: nonpositive curvature (see Question (1.4)). Therefore this result proves Borel's Conjecture for closed nonpositively curved manifolds (dim = 3, 4).
Recall that Borel's Conjecture states that two homotopy equivalent closed aspherical manifolds are homeomorphic.
Hence, in our context (i.e., for negative curvature, nonpositve curvature), there will be no difference in saying homotopy equivalent or homeomorphic. Note that, since Hadamard Theorem implies that nonpositively curved manifolds are aspherical, and aspherical spaces are determined by their fundamental groups, we have the following important fact:
• Let X and Y be complete nonpositively curved manifolds. Then X and Y are homotopy equivalent if and only if they have isomorphic fundamental groups.
Hence we also have that throughout this paper the phrase X and Y are homotopy equivalent can be replaced by X and Y have isomorphic fundamental groups.
Flexibility
We mentioned before that we will review results concerning mainly the Rigidity and the Classification Questions. The Flexibility Question for negative curvature will be discussed very briefly, and we also mention some results on the flexibility of certain properties related to negative curvature.
First we consider the Flexibility for closed negatively curved manifolds. Well, this is an open problem, so we present it as an important question in this area:
• That is, we do not need both spaces to be flat, we just need one flat and the other nonpositively curved.
Remarks.
1. Lee and Raymond [41] proved the smooth rigidity for infranilmanifolds: homotopy equivalent infranilmanifolds are diffeomorphic. Also, a weaker property than that of admitting an infranil structure is admitting an infrasolv structure. Farrell and Jones [18] proved the smooth rigidity for infrasolvmanifolds: homotopy equivalent infrasolvmanifolds, dim = 4, are diffeomorphic. And Wilking [60] improved this result by showing the condition " dim = 4" can be dropped.
Let's go back to negative curvature. Since a finite volume pinched negatively curved metric on a manifold induce a infranil structure on the cross section of the cusps, we have that the smooth Rigidity of infranilmanifolds mentioned above in item 2 can be used to prove the following result of Farrell and Jones [19] : Therefore finite volume pinched negative curvature is not a flexible geometric property for non-compact manifolds. Note this process can not be used for closed hyperbolic (or negatively curved) manifolds because they do not have cusps.
There are a couple of canonical constructions of closed nonpositively curved manifolds from non-compact finite volume hyperbolic manifolds: (1) the double of a hyperbolic manifold and (2) the ones obtained by cusp closing due to Schroeder [58] . The nonpositively curved manifolds obtained in these ways have negative curvature everywhere but in a hypersurface of codimesion 1 or 2, respectively. The lack of flexibility of flatness was also used in this context by Aravinda and Farrell [3] (for cases (1) and (2), but only in dim ≥ 8 and not in every dimension) and Ontaneda [49] (for the double, dim ≥ 6) to show non-flexibility for nonpositve curvature in these cases:
There exist closed nonpositively curved manifolds, dim ≥ 6, constructed by doubling that have an exotic structure that does not admit a nonpositively curved Riemannian metric.
A similar Theorem holds replacing doubling by cusp closing. In Ontaneda [49] , examples are given of doubles with three not P Lequivalent smooth structures, two of which are nonpositively curved and the third one does not admit a nonpositively curved Riemannian metric. Hence, for these examples nonpositive curvature is neither P L-rigid nor flexible.
Before we finish this section we mention a couple of results for a less canonical concept of looks like and for the property nonpositive curvature. Recall that two P L structures on a space that agree on each stratum may not be P L-equivalent, because the P L-structure also depends on how the P Lmanifold strata are glued. In fact Anderson and Hsiang [2] found obstructions for these gluings that lie in the lower K-Theory of the links of these strata. On the other side, Farrell and Jones [17] proved that the lower K-Theory for closed nonpositively curved manifolds (dim = 3, 4) vanish. This motivates us to state the following Rigidity Question: Let X and Y be two nonpositively curved piecewise flat P L-spaces, and suppose that they are homeomorphic by a homeomorphism that is a P L-equivalence when restricted to each manifold strata. Are X and Y PL-equivalent? In [50] Ontaneda showed that the answer is negative. He also showed that the Flexibility Question has also a negative answer. Hence, for a space to have nonpositive curvature it is also important to know how the strata are glued.
Rigidity
First let's consider a geometric property that is stronger than that of negative curvature: constant negative curvature. If a Riemannian manifold has constant negative curvature, after rescaling, we can assume that this constant is −1, thus the manifold is hyperbolic. The answer to the Rigidity Question (1.3) for closed hyperbolic manifolds is given by one of the fundamental results in geometry: Mostow's Rigidity Theorem [46] , which says that this property is metrically rigid (hence smoothly rigid):
Theorem 6 (Mostow's Rigidity). Let f : X → Y be a homotopy equivalence between closed hyperbolic manifolds of dimension > 2. Then f is homotopic to an isometry.
So the answer to the (smooth) Rigidity Question (1.3) for constant negative curvature is affirmative. It is natural to ask then, as in Question (1.4), if there is a stronger version of this Rigidity. An obvious choice in (1.4) for the weaker property P is negative curvature (i.e, not necessarily constant). We get the following question: Of course an affirmative answer for (1.8) implies an affirmative answer for (1.7). There are some very successful tools from Geometric Analysis that were very promising to prove that (1.8) had an affirmative answer. The most important was the Harmonic Map technique.
A smooth map k : X → Y between Riemannian manifolds is harmonic if it is a critical point of the energy functional E(k) = X 1 2 |Dk| 2 . An equivalent definition is that the tension field τ k of k vanishes everywhere. (The tension field τ k is a section of the bundle k * T Y and can be defined in the following way: for x ∈ X choose an orthonormal basis {v i } of T x X and define τ k (x) = w i were w i is the acceleration vector, at t = 0, of k(γ i ), and γ i is the geodesic with γ i (0) = x and
Riemannian manifolds, we can try to associate to it a harmonic map that is the limit k = lim t→∞ k t , where k t is the unique solution of the heat flow equation, that is, the PDE initial value problem ∂kt ∂t = τ (k t ), k 0 = f . If this limit k exists then it is homotopic to f (the homotopy is t → k t ). Now, it follows from the classical result of Eells and Sampson [15] that if f : X → Y is a smooth homotopy equivalence between closed negatively curved manifolds the heat flow equation beginning at f converges to a well defined harmonic map k = lim t→∞ k t . Moreover, from the results of Hartman [36] and Al'ber [1] it follows that f is homotopic to a unique harmonic map. Therefore the homotopy equivalences in Questions (1.7) and (1.8) [39] , and Mok, Sui and Yeung [45] . Because of this evidence it seems reasonable that Lawson and Yau conjectured that the answer to (1.8) was affirmative.
But the answer to (1.7) is negative (and thus the answer to (1.8) is also negative). This was proved by counterexamples constructed by Farrell and Jones [16] . They proved the following.
Theorem 7. Let X n be a closed hyperbolic n-manifold, Σ an exotic n-sphere, n ≥ 5, and > 0. Then there is a finite cover Z of X such that
) Z#Σ admits a Riemannian metric with sectional curvatures in
Note that Theorem 7 above shows that the answer to a strengthened version of (1.7) is also negative: the property P (which, in (1.7) is negative curvature) can be replaced by -pinched negative curvature ( depending only on the dimension).
Since Θ n is trivial in dimensions < 7, Theorem 7 does not give counterexamples in dimensions < 7. Furthermore in these dimensions manifolds are diffeomorphic if and only if they are P L-equivalent (with the P L structure induced by the given smooth structure). Hence for dimensions < 7 the Smooth Rigidity Question (1.8) is equivalent to the following P L version:
(1.9) PL Rigidity for negative curvature: Suppose that X and Y are homotopy equivalent closed negatively curved Riemannian manifolds. Are X and Y PL-homeomorphic? For a general dimension n a negative answer to (1.9) implies a negative answer for (1.8), because diffeomorphic manifolds are P L homeomorphic. The converse is not true in general, but, as mentioned before, it is true for dimensions < 7. For example an (smoothly) exotic sphere Σ is not diffeomorphic to the corresponding sphere (by definition) but it is P Lhomeomorphic to it, provided dim Σ = 4. In fact there are no P L-exotic spheres in any dimension = 4. It follows that Z is P L-homeomorphic to Z#Σ for any manifold Z, and exotic sphere Σ, dim Σ = 4. Therefore Theorem 7 does not answer Question (1.9). Note that, since diffeomorphism implies P L-homeomorphism and this in turn implies homeomorphism, we have that Question (1.9) lies between the Topological Rigidity for negative curvature (which is true, by Theorem 1) and the Smooth Rigidity (which is false, by Theorem 7).
The answer to Question (1.9) was proved to be negative by Ontaneda [48] in dimension 6 and later by Farrell, Jones and Ontaneda [22] 
(
The counterexamples constructed in the proof of Theorem 8 use the results of Millson and Raghunathan [44] , based on previous work of Millson [43] .
Theorems 7 and 8 were the first in a sequence of results that shed some light on the relationship between the analysis, geometry and topology of negatively curved manifolds. These results showed certain limitations of well-known powerful analytic tools in geometry, such as the Harmonic Map technique, the Ricci flow technique, the Elliptic deformation technique as well as Besson-Courtois-Gallot's Natural Map technique [10] . Here we shall just present briefly the main conclusions of this research. A more complete exposition on this area and how it evolved in time can be found in the survey article [26] . The main results are described in the following 5 items: 1. Recall that the Topological Rigidity for negative curvature is true, by Theorem 1. One can ask whether there is a Harmonic Map proof of this fact, that is, whether Lawson-Yau conjecture is true "topologically":
• Question: Let f : X → Y be a homotopy equivalence between closed negatively curved manifolds and let k : X → Y be the unique harmonic map homotopic to f . Is k a homeomorphism? It follows from Theorem 8 and the C ∞ − Hauptvermutung of Scharlemann and Siebenmann [55] , that this unique harmonic map k is not, in general, a homeomorphism. Hence, even though we do know that f is homotopic to a homeomorphism (by Theorem 1), we cannot, in general, obtain a homeomorphism using the Harmonic Map technique, at least not directly.
Consider Problem 111 of the list compiled by S.-T. Yau in [61] (it is
also Grand Challenge Problem 3.6. in [59] ) Here it is a restatement of this problem:
• Problem 111 of [61] . Let f : X → Y be a diffeomorphism between closed negatively curved manifolds and let k : X → Y be the unique harmonic map homotopic to f . Is k a homeomorphism?
Note that the difference between this and the previous question in 1 is that we begin now with a diffeomorphism f . Hence in this case the heat flow begins already with a diffeomorphism and we want to know is the limit harmonic map k = lim t→∞ k t is a homeomorphism. The examples mentioned in 1 above (given by Theorem 8) are not useful, at least directly, to answer this question because X and Y are not P L equivalent in Theorem 8, hence there is no diffeomorphism between them. The answer to the problem above was proved to be yes when dim X = 2 by Schoen-Yau [57] and Sampson [52] . But it was proved by Farrell, Ontaneda and Raghunathan [24] that the answer to this question is, in general, negative. In fact because of Scharlemann's generalization [56] of [55] together with the recent positive solution of the Poincaré Conjecture the maps k t are also all nonunivalent for t sufficiently large.
3.
Since a harmonic map (between closed negatively curved manifolds) homotopic to a diffeomorphism is not necessarily a homeomorphism we can ask a deeper question: suppose now that the harmonic map can be approximated by homeomorphisms (or even diffeomorphisms), that is, the harmonic map is cellular. Does this imply that the harmonic map is a diffeomorphism? Farrell and Ontaneda [25] showed that the answer to this question is also negative.
4.
It was pointed out by M. Varisco that most of the results mentioned above for harmonic maps can also be applied to the natural maps defined by G. Besson, G. Courtois and S. Gallot [10] .
5.
In items 1-4 above we dealt with processes that produce some special type of map, e.g harmonic maps or natural maps. We can also consider some processes that produce a special type of metric: Einstein metrics, that is, metrics of constant Ricci curvature. The best known method for obtaining Einstein metrics is the Ricci flow method introduced by Hamilton in his seminal paper [34] . Starting with an arbitrary smooth Riemannian metric h on a closed smooth n-dimensional manifold X n , he considered the evolution equation
n r h − Ric, where r = R dμ/ dμ is the average scalar curvature (R is the scalar curvature) and Ric is the Ricci curvature tensor of h. For n = 3 Hamilton proved that if the initial Riemannian metric on X 3 has strictly positive Ricci curvature it evolves through time to a positively curved Einstein metric h ∞ . This implies that X 3 equipped with h ∞ is a spherical space-form; i.e., its universal cover is the round sphere. Following Hamilton's approach G. Huisken [38] , C. Margerin [42] and S. Nishikawa [47] , proved that Riemannian manifolds whose sectional curvatures are pinched close to +1 (the pinching constant depending only on the dimension) can be deformed, through the Ricci flow, to a spherical-space form. Then it was natural to ask whether the same was true for Riemannian manifolds whose sectional curvatures are pinched close to −1, again the pinching constant depending only on the dimension:
• Question: Is there a constant n , depending only on n, such that if g is a Riemannian metric on a closed n-manifold with sectional curvatures in (−1 − , −1 + ), with < n , then the Ricci flow beginning at g converges to an Einstein metric of negative sectional curvatures?
Rugang Ye [64] proved that sufficiently pinched to −1 manifolds can be deformed, through the Ricci flow, to hyperbolic manifolds, but the pinching constant in his Theorem depends on other quantities (e.g. the diameter or the volume). It was shown later by Farrell and Ontaneda [27] , using the tools developed in [25] , that the pinching constant cannot depend solely on the dimension by giving examples of arbitrarily pinched to −1 Riemannian metrics for which the Ricci flow does not converge smoothly to a negatively curved metric:
Theorem 9. Given n > 10 and > 0 there is a closed smooth ndimensional manifold X such that (i) X admits a hyperbolic metric.
ii) X admits a Riemannian metric h with sectional curvatures in [−1 − , −1 + ] for which the Ricci flow does not converge smoothly to a negatively curved Einstein metric.
As mentioned earlier, a more complete account of the results mentioned in the previous five items can be found in [26] .
We now give two different versions of Theorem 7: one version for noncompact finite volume complete hyperbolic manifolds and the other for negatively curved manifolds not homotopy equivalent to a closed locally symmetric space. Let us begin with the former. First note that taking the connected sum of a noncompact manifold X with an exotic sphere can never change the differential structure of X n , n > 4. Therefore we do not have an exact analogue of Theorem 7 for the finite volume noncompact case. Still, Farrell and Jones [20] 
The technique mentioned above (proving Theorem 10) actually gives new cases also for the compact case, i.e., for Theorem 7. Now, the negatively curved manifolds mentioned up to this point were homeomorphic (hence homotopy equivalent) to hyperbolic manifolds. We call these manifolds of hyperbolic homotopy type. In [7] Ardanza gave a version of Theorem 7 for manifolds that are not homotopy equivalent to a closed locally symmetric space; in particular, they do not have a hyperbolic homotopy type. His constructions use branched covers of hyperbolic manifolds. Recall that Gromov and Thurston [32] proved that large branched covers of hyperbolic manifolds do not have the homotopy type of a closed locally symmetric space. Here is the statement of Ardanza's result:
Theorem 11. For all n = 4k − 1, k ≥ 2, there exist closed Riemannian n-dimensional manifolds X and Y with negative sectional curvature such that they do not have the homotopy type of a locally symmetric space and
Later Farrell and Ontaneda [28] showed that most of the results mentioned in items 1-5 above are also true for examples of non-hyperbolic homotopy type.
Up to now the hyperbolic manifolds considered were real hyperbolic manifolds. We now consider Rigidity Questions for complex, quaternionic and Cayley hyperbolic manifolds. These are Riemannian n-manifolds whose universal covers, with the pulled back metric, are isometric to complex hyperbolic space CH m (n = 2m), quaternionic hyperbolic space HH m (n = 4m), or Cayley hyperbolic plane OH 2 (n = 16), respectively. Recall that these manifolds have sectional curvatures in the interval [−4, −1] and they also are rigid. In fact they satisfy the following stronger Rigidity results, called superrigidity in the quaternionic and Cayley cases. Assume that X n and Y n are homeomorphic closed Riemannian manifolds. Then: Also, Aravinda and Farrell proved similar results (see item (a) above) for the quaternionic [5] and Cayley [4] cases. Here is the statement for the quaternionic version of Theorem 12:
Theorem 13. For n = 8, 16 any closed quaternionic hyperbolic manifold X n has a finite sheeted cover Z such that if Σ n is an exotic n-sphere then (1) Z is not diffeomorphic to Z#Σ.
(2) Z#Σ admits a Riemannian metric with negative sectional curvatures.
Remarks.
1. In the Theorem above the conclusion remains true if we replace Z by any finite sheeted cover of it. Here is the statement for the Cayley version of Theorem 12: 
Classification
The idea of studying the space of all Riemannian metrics that satisfy some property is a very natural one and in this section we consider this, i.e., the Classification Question (1.6) mentioned in the Introduction, for the property negative (sectional ) curvature. That is, we want to study the space of all negatively curved Riemannian metrics on a manifold. Let us introduce some notation.
Let X be a closed smooth manifold. We will denote by MET (X) the space of all Riemannian metrics on X and we will consider MET (X) with the smooth topology. Note that the space MET (X) is contractible. A subspace of metrics whose sectional curvatures lie in some interval (closed, open, semi-open) will be denoted by placing a superscript on MET (X). For example, MET sec< (X) denotes the subspace of MET (X) of all Riemannian metrics on X that have all sectional curvatures less that . Thus saying, for instance, that X admits a negatively curved metric is equivalent to saying that MET sec < 0 (X) = ∅. Or, saying that all sectional curvatures of a Riemannian metric g lie in the interval [a, b] is equivalent to saying that g ∈ MET a ≤ sec ≤ b (X). Note that MET sec = −1 (X) is the space of hyperbolic metrics Hyp (X) on X.
From now on we will assume that MET sec < 0 (X) = ∅. As mentioned above the idea of studying MET (X) sec < 0 is very natural. For example an open problem posed by K. Burns and A. Katok ([12] , Question 7.1) is the following:
• Question: is the space MET sec < 0 (X) path connected?
Analogously, one can ask:
In dimension two, Hamilton's Ricci flow [35] shows that Hyp (X 2 ) is a deformation retract of MET sec < 0 (X 2 ). But Hyp (X 2 ) fibers over the Teichmüller space T (X 2 ) ∼ = R 6μ−6 (μ is the genus of X 2 ), with contractible fiber D 0 = R + × DIF F 0 (X 2 ) [14] . (Here DIF F 0 (X 2 ) consists of all selfdiffeomorphisms of X 2 which are homotopic to id X 2 .) Therefore Hyp (X 2 ) and MET sec < 0 (X 2 ) are contractible.
It was shown by Farrell and Ontaneda [30] that, for n ≥ 10, MET sec < 0 ( X n ) is never path-connected; in fact, it has infinitely many path-components. Moreover they showed that all the groups π 2p−4 (MET sec < 0 (X n )) are non-trivial for every prime number p > 2, and such that p < n+5 6 . (In fact, these groups contain the infinite sum (Z p ) ∞ of Z p = Z/p Z's, and hence they are not finitely generated.) They also showed that π 1 (MET sec < 0 (X n )) is not finitely generated when n ≥ 14. These results about π k are true for each path component of MET sec<0 (X n ). Before we state the Main Theorem in [30] , we need some definitions.
Denote by DIF F (X) the group of all smooth self-diffeomorphisms of X. We have that DIF F (X) acts on MET (X) pulling-back metrics. Note that DIF F (X) leaves invariant all spaces MET sec∈I (X), for any I ⊂ R. For any metric g on X we denote by DIF F (X) g the orbit of g by the action of DIF F (X). We have a map Λ g : DIF F (X) → MET (X), given by Λ g (φ) = φ * g. Then the image of Λ g is the orbit DIF F (X) g of g. And Λ g of course naturally factors through MET sec∈I (X), if g ∈ MET sec∈I (X). Note that if dim X ≥ 3 and g ∈ MET secc=−1 (X), then the statement of Mostow's Rigidity Theorem is equivalent to saying that the map Λ g : DIF F (X) → MET secc=−1 (X) = Hyp (X) is a surjection. Here is the statement of the main result of [30] :
Theorem 16. Let M be a closed smooth n-manifold and let g be a negatively curved Riemannian metric on X. Then we have that:
Addendum to Theorem 16. We have that the image of π 0 (Λ g ) is infinite and in cases (ii), (iii) mentioned in the Main Theorem, the image of π k (Λ g ) is not finitely generated. In fact we have:
We give two immediate corollaries. Note that for a < b < 0 the map Λ g factors through the inclusion map
a≤sec≤b (X). Therefore we have:
And if a = b = −1 we have:
In the two Corollaries above we also have statements analogous to the cases (i), (ii), (iii) mentioned in the Main Theorem.
In particular the analogous case (i) for Corollary 2 implies that for any closed hyperbolic manifold (X n , g), n ≥ 10, there is a hyperbolic metric g on X such that g and g cannot be joined by a path of negatively curved metrics. Likewise, taking a = −1− , b = −1 (0 ≤ ) in Corollary 1 we have that the space MET −1− ≤ sec ≤−1 (X n ) of -pinched negatively curved Riemannian metrics on X has infinitely many path components, provided it is not empty and n ≥ 10. And the homotopy groups π k (MET −1− ≤ sec ≤−1 (X)), are nonzero for the cases (ii.), (iii.) mentioned in the Main Theorem. Moreover, these groups are not finitely generated.
The Teichmüller space of negatively curved metrics.
Recall that we are denoting the group of all smooth self-diffeomorphisms of X by DIF F (X). Let D(X) be the group R + × DIF F (X). The group D(X) acts on MET (X) by scaling and pulling-back metrics: (λ, φ)g = λ(φ −1 ) * g = λφ * g, for g ∈ MET (X) and (λ, φ) ∈ D(X). The quotient space M(X) = MET (X)/D(X) is called the moduli space of metrics on X. It is sometimes said that a geometric property is a property that is invariant by isometries, that is, by the action of DIF F (X). Clearly, the study of the moduli space of metrics is of fundamental importance not just in geometry but in other areas of mathematics as well. (See for instance Besse [9] Ch. 4). Also, denote by DIF F 0 (X) the subgroup of DIF F (X) of all smooth diffeomorphisms of X which are homotopic to the identity 1 X and by D 0 (X) the group R + × DIF F 0 (X). In [29] the Teichmüller space of metrics on X is defined as the quotient space T (X) = MET (X)/D 0 (X).
It is interesting to consider subspaces of the space of metrics, the mod- The main result of Farrell and Ontaneda [29] states that for a hyperbolic manifold the map T (X) → T (X) is not in general homotopic to a constant map, provided > 0. In particular T (X), 0 < ≤ ∞, is in general not contractible. Here is a more detailed statement of this result:
Theorem 17. For every integer k 0 ≥ 1 there is an integer n 0 = n 0 (k 0 ) such that the following holds. Given > 0 and a closed real hyperbolic n-manifold X with n ≥ n 0 , there is a finite sheeted cover Z of X such that, for every 1 ≤ k ≤ k 0 with n + k ≡ 2 mod 4, the map π k (T (Z)) → π k (T (Z)), induced by the inclusion T (Z) → T (Z), is non-zero. Consequently π k (T (Z)) = 0. In particular, T δ (Z) is not contractible, for every δ such that ≤ δ ≤ ∞ (provided k 0 ≥ 4).
Remark. The homotopy groups π k in Theorem 17 are based at the class of the hyperbolic metric on Z.
As a Corollary of (proof of the) Theorem 17 we get:
Corollary. Let X be a closed real hyperbolic manifold of dimension n, n ≥ 10. Assume that Θ n+1 = 0. Then for every > 0 there is a finite sheeted cover Z of X such that π 1 (T (Z)) = 0. Therefore T (Z) is not contractible.
